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Abstract
Translating information between the domains of systematics and conservation requires
novel information management designs. Such designs should improve interactions across
the trading zone between the domains, herein understood as the model according to which
knowledge and uncertainty are productively translated in both directions (cf. Collins et al.
2019). Two commonly held attitudes stand in the way of designing a well-functioning
systematics-to-conservation trading zone. On one side, there are calls to unify the
knowledge signal produced by systematics, underpinned by the argument that such
unification is a necessary precondition for conservation policy to be reliably expressed and
enacted (e.g., Garnett et al. 2020). As a matter of legal scholarship, the argument for
systematic unity by legislative necessity is principally false (Weiss 2003, MacNeil 2009,
Chromá 2011), but perhaps effective enough as a strategy to win over audiences unsure
about robust law-making practices in light of variable and uncertain knowledge. On the
other side, there is an attitude that conservation cannot ever restrict the academic freedom
of systematics as a scientific discipline (e.g., Raposo et al. 2017). This otherwise sound
argument misses the mark in the context of designing a productive trading zone with
conservation. The central interactional challenge is not whether the systematic knowledge
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can vary at a given time and/or evolve over time, but whether these signal dynamics are
tractable in ways that actors can translate into robust maxims for conservation.
Redesigning the trading zone should rest on the (historically validated) projection that
systematics will continue to attract generations of inspired, productive researchers and
broad-based societal support, frequently leading to protracted conflicts and dramatic shifts
in how practioners in the field organize and identify organismal lineages subject to
conservation. This confident outlook for systematics' future, in turn, should refocus the
challenge of designing the trading zone as one of building better information services to
model the concurrent conflicts and longer-term evolution of systematic knowledge. It would
seem unreasonable to expect the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) R
ed List Index to develop better data science models for the dynamics of systematic
knowledge (cf. Hoffmann et al. 2011) than are operational in the most reputable information
systems designed and used by domain experts (Burgin et al. 2018). The reasonable
challenge from conservation to systematics is not to stop being a science but to be a better
data science.
In this paper, we will review advances in biodiversity data science in relation to
representing and reasoning over changes in systematic knowledge with computational
logic, i.e., modeling systematic intelligence (Franz et al. 2016). We stress-test this
approach with a use case where rapid systematic signal change and high stakes for
conservation action intersect, i.e., the Malagasy mouse lemurs (Microcebus É. Geoffroy,
1834 sec. Schüßler et al. 2020), where the number of recognized species-level concepts
has risen from 2 to 25 in the span of 38 years (1982–2020). As much as scientifically
defensible, we extend our modeling approach to the level of individual published
occurrence records, where the inability to do so sometimes reflects substandard practice
but more importantly reveals systemic inadequacies in biodiversity data science or
informational modeling.
In the absence of shared, sound theoretical foundations to assess taxonomic congruence
or incongruence across treatments, and in the absence of biodiversity data platforms
capable of propagating logic-enabled, scalable occurrence-to-concept identification events
to produce alternative and succeeding distribution maps, there is no robust way to provide
a knowledge signal from systematics to conservation that is both consistent in its syntax
and acccurate in its semantics, in the sense of accurately reflecting the variation and
uncertainty that exists across multiple systematic perspectives.
Translating this diagnosis into new designs for the trading zone is only one "half" of the
solution, i.e., a technical advancement that then would need to be socially endorsed and
incentivized by systematic and conservation communities motivated to elevate their
collaborative interactions and trade robustly in inherently variable and uncertain
information.
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